
Sandra Duarte Empowers Women to Embrace
an Unstoppable Mindset in Latest Best Seller,
'Unstoppable Volume 3'

Sandra Duarte

Business Management expert shares her

resilience and insights, inspiring women to

break free from their past and embrace a

bright future in new book

AUSTRALIA, March 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Queenie Effect

Publishing is excited to announce the latest

release in its 'Unstoppable' series of best

sellers. The new release 'Unstoppable

Volume 3: The Resilience of the Female

Spirit' features author Sandra Duarte,

whose compelling narrative is a testament

to women's strength and ability to

transform challenges into triumphs.

Within the pages of 'Unstoppable Volume 3,'

Sandra, a successful business management

consultant and leadership coach with over

30 years of experience, shares her profound

experiences of overcoming adversity. This

collaborative work showcases the empowering stories of 25 exceptional women who have

triumphed against the odds, providing a roadmap for others facing challenges.

"I have always wanted to write a book yet never knew where to start. When I was approached

and recommended to participate in the Unstoppable Book series, I felt it was a sign from the

universe giving me a nudge. It was a lovely segue into becoming an author and a wonderful

opportunity to share my story," she commented.

The book not only celebrates Sandra's journey but also highlights the collective strength of

women who have faced life's tempests and emerged stronger, with hearts wide open to the

lessons learned. 'Unstoppable Vol 3' achieved "Best Seller" status within four hours of its release

on Amazon.com, winning the number one spot milestone in over 16 categories.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://a.co/d/80eldg9
https://a.co/d/80eldg9


Sandra reflected on the impact of becoming a best-selling author, stating, "Being a part of this

Chapter was a great learning experience for me, and I enjoyed the challenge of delving into my

past and sharing it with others. It felt quite liberating and gave me a sense of freedom of no

longer feeling defined or held back by my past."

The resilience displayed in Sandra's story serves as an inspiration for women seeking positive

change. Her mission extends beyond the book, as she actively supports and empowers others

through her roles as a mentor, keynote speaker, and co-founder of The Positive Leaders Training

Company.

"My mission in life is to share my knowledge, wisdom, and experience with others so they too

can become the best version of themselves and live their best lives both professionally and

personally," Sandra explains.

Sandra Duarte Consulting, founded by Sandra, specializes in supporting founders and business

leaders to overcome challenges and scale their businesses. The Positive Leaders Training

Company, co-founded by Sandra, delivers customized leadership training and workshops,

transforming individuals into influential and impactful leaders. She also acts as a professional

advisor to young people as they navigate their career journey, a role that can have a long lasting

positive impact on their lives.

Sandra Duarte's story in 'Unstoppable Vol 3' serves as a beacon of hope for women, encouraging

them to believe in themselves and embrace an unstoppable mindset. Through her narrative,

Sandra aims to inspire a legacy of empowerment that transcends generations.

Connect with Sandra for coaching and other services at

https://www.sandraduarteconsulting.com.au. 

For more information about Unstoppable Volume 3: The Resilience of the Female Spirit, visit

https://a.co/d/80eldg9

About The Queenie Effect Publishing

The Queenie Effect Publishing is a rising publishing house dedicated to showcasing empowering

stories that inspire, uplift, and resonate with readers worldwide.

About Unstoppable Volume 3: The Resilience of the Female Spirit

Unstoppable Volume 3 is an international best-selling anthology published by The Queenie Effect

Publishing.
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